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Rubrix enables teachers to perform mobile, 
objective student assessments; including the 
creation of media rich rubrics.

Students gain valuable feedback concerning 
their performance that shallow numbers and 
percentages of other gradebook programs 
simply don’t provide.

Rubrix can also be used for teacher evaluation, 
safety/security audits, and more! Create 
custom rubrics to use for virtually anything you 
can imagine, or choose from a library of rubrics 
to suit your situation.

There are a lot of software products that would 
benefit your school – and your students – if only 
they could access the appropriate subsets of 
your student data. But giving control to 
commercial interests endangers privacy.

Liberty runs on a server directly within your school 
or district. 

You decide whether or not a particular external 
application can access student data, and if so, 
then exactly what parts of it.

You have complete control for a simple reason: 
it’s your school and your data.

Teacherpalm provides a view into relevant 
student data which is customized for individual 
teachers. Each teacher can see detailed 
information for the students they teach, and 
limited data about other students and colleagues 
at their school.

Student data is presented on a teacher-friendly 
interface that keeps important information 
up-front and easy to access.

It’s hard to lead from behind a desk. School 
administrators like you need mobility, and 
accessible student data no matter where or 
when – independent of networks and desktops.

Principalm gives you offline access to your 
student information on your mobile device so 
that you are prepared for any situation.

Anytime, anywhere access.

Discovery Software believes that education is ultimately dependent upon communication between people: 
students, parents, teachers and school administrators. We have developed a collection of products that focus on 
the central idea of connection by making better use of your SIS data and enhancing student and teacher evaluation.
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Your SIS (Student Information System) contains valuable information. Software 
such as Principalm, Teacherpalm and Rubrix can let you use that data in new ways.

But first: that data has to be extracted from your Student Information System (SIS). 
Discovery has developed Bridges that read data from about 100 different SIS’s.

Bridges translate the SIS data into a standardized format used by SIS Liberty. SIS Liberty 
runs on a server in your school/district – so your school’s data stays in your control.

SIS Liberty is “middleware” that interfaces your SIS to other applications. Using SIS 
Liberty, YOU decide which applications should receive WHAT data via Provider Plugins.

Discovery Software can 
also build new Provider 
Plugins to connect with 
other applications written 
by other companies.

Principalm and Teacherpalm read SIS Liberty’s 
generalized data base, then encrypt and store 
copies of your SIS data on your smartphone or 
tablet. The result? You get mobile access to 
student data anytime, and anywhere – even 
without internet!

Soon, SIS Liberty will be 
able to populate Rubrix 
with class lists; it saves a 
lot of time otherwise spent 
on data entry.


